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The Napoli Unplugged Guide to Naples is not your typical
guidebook. Written by four women united by a common passion
– Napoli – it makes you feel you're seeing Naples through the
eyes of your best friends. Their own enthusiasms are multiple:
art, archaeology and architecture; history and mythology; music,
dance and theatre; food and wine, the islands and the beach even shopping - and each subject has its narrative moment in
the spotlight. The prose is embellished by many beautiful
photographs, urban sketches and plein-air paintings.
From the parallel city hidden below Naples' bustling streets to
the summit of Vesuvius, the authors explore the city, the bay and
a little further afield in Campania. Rambles Through the City
explores Naples by the neighbourhood – its historic and
municipal centres as well as its hill districts and is enhanced by
creative cartography to orient the reader; Outings in the
Outskirts dives into the Bay of Naples and a bit beyond – the
Vesuvius Excavations, the Phlegraean Fields and the glories of
the Amalfi Coast; Ventures in a Different Vein feeds the mind
and delights the senses with a section dedicated entirely to
Naples' history, and finally, the authors outline an immersion
course in the city's music, theatre and food and wine cultures.
Each section is equipped with practical advice on transport,
opening hours, essential numbers - and the book is topped off
with a thematic index offering the reader other pathways of
discovery into the city.

Selling Points
The authors' combined 20 years of lived experience in Naples
offer a unique perspective on the city.
Napoli Unplugged Guide to Naples has multiple target
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"This looks like all you need to know to get the most
out of a visit to Naples... one of my favourite cities."
PROFESSOR MARY BEARD

• the past, present or future anglophone expatriate community
living in or near Naples;
• holidaymakers pursuing cultural, historical, gastronomic
pursuits;
• hedonists in search of spa treatments and general
indulgence;
• cruise ship clients or Amalfi Coast-bound tourists who might
otherwise skip the city;
• 1st, 2nd or + generation Italians in North America, the UK
or Australia;
• armchair travellers who enjoy a good story.

About the Authors
Bonnie Alberts is a freelance writer and photographer with a
passion for art, architecture, archaeology and history. She is the
founder of the Napoli Unplugged website and she regularly
contributes articles about Naples to websites and to online and
print magazines.
Barbara Zaragoza is a freelance writer whose prose embraces
history, local cuisine, myth, archaeology and politics. Her blog
The Espresso Break became The Espresso Break: Tours
and Nooks of Naples, Italy and Beyond.
Brit Penny Ewles-Bergeron and her American husband lived for
seven joyful years in the very heart of Naples. Though they now
reside in England, Penny's passion for the city has, if anything,
grown stronger. Hence her contentment at the opportunity to
edit and contribute to this volume.
Erin Romano had wanderlust from an early age and thanks to
her career as a graphic designer, she could both work and
roam. Today she lives on the Amalfi Coast with her husband
and son.

